August 6, 2019
Mary K. Engle, Associate Director
Division of Advertising Practices
Bureau of Consumer Protection
Federal Trade Commission
600 Pennsylvania Avenue NW
Washington, DC 20580
Dear Ms. Engle:
We, Consumer Reports,1 write to urge the Federal Trade Commission (FTC) to
investigate and initiate enforcement action against hotels that charge mandatory resort
fees that are not included in the base, advertised rate of the hotel room. In addition, we
seek a clear statement from the FTC that advertisements for hotel rooms, including those
made by third-party operators, that do not include mandatory fees in the quoted price, are
deceptive and violate the FTC Act prohibition against unfair or deceptive acts or practices.
The FTC identified a clear problem seven years ago, and took initial steps to combat the
practice, but since then has been largely silent and has abdicated its responsibility in this
area. In 2012 and 2013, the Commission issued warning letters to hotels and online travel
agencies (OTAs) that did not adequately disclose resort fees. Those actions did not deter
the practice, but the FTC has taken no further steps to enforce the law or to limit the
expanded use of these fees.2 Over the past seven years, US hotel fees and surcharges
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have steadily increased every year from $2 billion in 2012, to $2.7 billion in 2017, to a
forecasted $2.93 billion in 2018.3 These fees are now being charged at a wide range of
hotels and have a variety of names, including “urban amenities fees” or “destination fees,”
that imply that the fee is largely related to the location of the hotel. These fees have
continued to skyrocket in cities such as New York, San Francisco, Washington, DC, and
others. For instance, New York City went from 15 hotels charging such a fee in 2016, to
42 in 2017, and then 85 in 2018.4 According to hotel websites, these fees cover items
such as restaurant credit, internet access, domestic and international phone calls, and
discount coupons for tours and events.
A nationally representative survey of over 2,000 US adults conducted by Consumer
Reports in 2018 demonstrates the confusion and frustration caused by these fees. In that
survey, 34 percent of people who have received a hotel bill in the past two years said they
encountered a hidden or surprise fee on that bill, and more than half said that those hotel
fees had caused them to go over budget. Virtually all—96 percent—of the survey
respondents who had encountered hidden or surprising fees for the services we asked
about in the previous two years found them to be annoying.5
An examination by Consumer Reports, detailed below, demonstrates that the vast
majority of the hotels and travel sites targeted by the FTC in 2012 and 2013 continue to
use deceptive pricing in their advertisements.
FTC Actions in 2012 and 2013
More than seven years ago, the FTC convened a workshop on drip pricing at which thenChairman Leibowitz pointed to the “importance of truthful, nondeceptive price advertising”
and talked about how: “drip pricing, by advertising only part of a price, has the potential
to mislead and harm consumers, causing them to pay too much and to waste time
searching for cell phone plans, airline or concert tickets, hotel room, or rental cars with
deceptively low prices.”6
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In the year after that workshop, the FTC sent letters to 34 hotels and 11 OTAs warning
each that their websites may violate Section 5 of the FTC Act by “misrepresenting the
hotel room reservation price quoted to customers.”7 They also confirmed that “some
hotels exclude resort fees from the quoted reservation price.”8 The letters detailed the
problems with including only the room rate and applicable taxes in the “estimated price”
and adding resort fees later on. At times, the Commission found that the resort fee was
noted off to the side, hidden by a hyperlink, buried in the fine print, or even that the hotel
failed to identify resort fees anywhere.
The letters were clear: “[the FTC] believe[s] that online hotel reservation sites should
include in the quoted total price any unavoidable and mandatory fees, such as resort fees,
that the consumers will be charged.”9 The letters urged hotels to make the total inclusive
estimate the most prominent figure for consumers.
Unfortunately, the FTC did not take any public steps following the issuance of these
letters. And this lack of continued enforcement efforts has resulted in a market where
hotels are still engaging in these deceptive pricing practices. As discussed below,
Consumer Reports has examined the websites of the 34 hotels that received letters from
the Commission in 2012 and 2013. We found that 31 of the 34 hotels continue to charge
resort fees, and that none of the 31 includes those resort fees in the price quoted to
consumers. Similarly, none of the 10 OTAs that are still operating includes the resort fees
in its initial quoted prices.
FTC Authority and Position
The FTC Act gives the Commission authority to protect consumers from “unfair or
deceptive acts or practices.”10 The FTC has used this authority to define parameters for
advertising. As explained in the Commission’s Deception Policy Statement, an ad is
considered deceptive if it either contains a statement or omits information that is likely to
mislead consumers.11
The FTC has provided additional context to its interpretation of the requirements of online
advertising through its guide for internet commerce in Dot Com Disclosures. There, the
FTC laid out clear rules on how to evaluate whether a particular disclosure is adequately
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clear and conspicuous so as to avoid being deceptive. Among the criteria are: the
placement of the disclosure in the advertisement and its proximity to the claim it is
qualifying; the prominence of the disclosure; whether encountering the disclosure is
unavoidable; the font size and color of the disclosure in comparison to the claim; and
whether the disclosure needs to be repeated in order to be effectively communicated. 12
The Dot Com Disclosures guidance document notes that “if a business advertises a
product’s basic cost on one page, the existence and nature of any unexpected additional
fees should be prominently disclosed on the same page and immediately adjacent to the
cost claim.”13
In its letters to the hotels, the FTC was more direct, stating in reference to hidden resort
fees:
These practices may violate the law by misrepresenting the price
consumers can expect to pay for their hotel rooms. We believe that online
hotel reservation sites should include in the quoted total price any
unavoidable and mandatory fees, such as resort fees, that consumers will
be charged to stay at the hotel. While a hotel reservation site may
breakdown the components of the reservation estimate (e.g., room rate,
estimated truces, and any mandatory, unavoidable fees), the most
prominent figure for consumers should be the total inclusive estimate.14
Furthermore, there is federal precedent for requiring advertisements to include all
mandatory fees. In 2011, the Department of Transportation (DOT) updated its existing
advertising rules to prohibit the advertising of any fare that did not include all mandatory
charges. In setting this rule, DOT made the determination that “it would be unfair and
deceptive” to advertise a price for an airline ticket that does not include “all charges
required to make that purchase.”15 The Department concluded: “In order to understand
the true cost of travel, consumers need to be able to see the entire price they need to pay
to get to their destination the first time the airfare is presented to them.”16
Since 2011 the DOT has been active in enforcing violations of these rules, underscoring
the need for vigilance in enforcing any such requirements. For example, in December
2016 the DOT issued a Consent Order against Frontier Airlines, assessing a penalty of
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$60,000 for violations of the Full-Fare Advertising Rule (4 C.F.R. § 399.84(a)) and the
statutory prohibition against unfair and deceptive practices (49 U.S.C. § 41712).17 Among
Frontier’s violations were falsely advertising fares (i.e., “TODAY ONLY: Fly for only a
buck”) and advertising base fares “in the same sized font as the total fare inclusive of all
[mandatory] taxes and fees.”18
Through its rule, the Department has extended the reach beyond airlines, to cover any
travel services purchased through a seller in conjunction with air travel services. So, if a
consumer is purchasing a package that includes airfare, hotel, and a rental car, that same
full-fare advertising rule applies to all elements of the package. The DOT’s Advisory
Committee for Aviation Consumer Protection examined this situation and recommended
that the FTC, which has jurisdiction over hotels, follow in the footsteps of DOT and insist
upon full fare advertising. It specifically recommended that “the FTC require mandatory
hotel resort fees be included in the published room rates.”19
And just recently, two state Attorneys General have brought suits against major hotel
chains for violations of consumer protection laws due to the use of hidden resort fees. On
July 9, the DC Attorney General brought suit against Marriott for violations of its Consumer
Protection Procedures Act, making the case for a “straight-forward price deception
case…whereby Marriott initially hides a portion of a hotel room’s daily rate from
consumers.”20 Just two weeks later, the Nebraska Attorney General brought suit against
Hilton for “hiding the true price of hotel rooms...failing to clearly disclose all booking fees
[and]...misleading consumers about what resort fees actually pay for.”21
The FTC should align its efforts with those of the DOT and state attorneys general to
clearly define these practices as deceptive, and step up their enforcement efforts against
hotels and other OTAs that do not include the full cost in their price quotes.
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The Current State of Play
Although the 2012 and 2013 letters threatened that “the FTC may take action” 22 if the
violations were not addressed, seven years later, many of the hotels still use these same
deceptive practices. As part of Consumer Reports’s What the Fee?! campaign23 to
highlight surprising fees and charges across industries, we followed up on the hotels and
OTAs that received warning letters. We found that 31 of the 34 hotels and the ten OTAs
that received warning letters in 2012 and 2013 have failed to comply, and continue to
deceive consumers by hiding the full price from consumers.24
Hotel Operators
Thirty-one of the 34 hotels that received warning letters in 2012 and 2013 continue to
charge resort fees, and none of those 31 include that fee in the advertised price on the
website. Consumers must click an additional one to three times after seeing the price of
a hotel in order to see the true total they will have to pay. For four of the hotels, the first
mention of a resort fee is in the cart when the consumer is finalizing the transaction. 25
The Four Seasons Scottsdale, which received a letter from the FTC on April 11, 2013,
mentions the existence of the resort fee on the first reservation page, but in a way that
most consumers are unlikely to see it. The first prominent mention of the mandatory resort
fee is not made until two screens after seeing the first advertised price, when the
consumer is finalizing the reservation. As shown in Figure 1a, consumers are shown the
advertised price, in this case $221, on the first screen.
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Figure 1a: Four Seasons Scottsdale, first advertised price of room.

At the bottom of this first reservation page, which requires scrolling past 13 room and
suite options, consumers can read the fine print that discloses other fees including resort
fees (see Figure 1b).

Figure 1b: Four Seasons Scottsdale, fine print located at the very bottom of first reservation page.

In order to proceed with a reservation, consumers must click “select room” and then click
again for the desired bed option (see Figure 1c).
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Figure 1c: Four Seasons Scottsdale, consumer select bed option.

Consumers are then brought to a second page again with the same advertised price,
along with higher priced options for special add ons (see Figure 1d).

Figure 1d: Four Seasons Scottsdale, consumer brought to second screen showing same advertised
nightly rate plus other options for add-ons.
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Consumers must click for a third time to select a package, and are brought to a third
screen where the resort fee is mentioned for the first time alongside the room rate. At this
point, the true total price, in this case $291.89—a more than 30 percent increase—is
displayed (see Figure 1e).

Figure 1e: Four Seasons Scottsdale, the third screen a consumer sees, at which point they first see
mention of the resort fee alongside the room rate, as well as the true total price.
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Five of the hotels that mention a resort fee on the first page of the booking process do so
through a hyperlink.26 Consumers booking with Red Rock Casino Resort Spa must click
on “Rate Breakdown with daily Hotel Service fee” in order to see the mention and price
of the resort fee before clicking on to book the room (see Figures 2a, 2b, and 2c).

Figure 2a: Red Rock Casino Resort Spa, first reservation page with hyperlink “Rate Breakdown with daily
Hotel Service fee” in small, white text that is not obviously a link.

26

See Fiesta Henderson, Peppermill Hotel, Red Rock Casino Resort Spa, Treasure Island, & Tuscana
Resort.
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Figure 2b: Red Rock Casino Resort Spa, pop-up after clicking on “Rate Breakdown with daily Hotel
Service fee.”

Figure 2c: Red Rock Casino Resort Spa check out page after clicking on “Book Now.”
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These mandatory fees make up a significant portion of the total price for all of the hotels
that received warning letters. The resort fees range from $6.75 to $45, with an average
cost of $31.39 per day.27 In addition, our research shows the percent increase in cost
after taxes and fees are added on to the original advertised cost range anywhere between
11 percent and a whopping 127 percent.28 Tuscana Resort, which received a letter from
the FTC on November, 26 2012, held the highest percent increase due to not only their
resort fee of $21.57, but also their mandatory cleaning fee that starts at $68.10 (see
Figures 3a and 3b).

Figure 3a: Tuscana Resort room selection page.
27

Hotel resort fee data was compiled by researchers at Consumer Reports from the websites of the 34
hotels sent warning letters. The research presented in this letter was collected from June 16 to July 22,
2019.
28 Id.
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Figure 3b: Tuscana Resort, pop-up after clicking on “View Price Breakdown.”

Consumers have justifiable complaints about the price of these resort fees, the deceptive
manner in which they are communicated, and what it is they even cover. Consumers who
wrote to Consumer Reports about these fees have described them as “a ripoff,” “a set-up
to charge more money,” “a bait and switch tactic,” “outrageous,” and “sickening.”29
Out of the 31 hotel operators that received warning letters but continue to charge these
fees, eight do not specify what the resort fee covers on any of the web pages throughout
the booking process.30 Of all the hotel operators that describe what the resort fee covers,
there is no single amenity that is consistent throughout all hotels. The amenities more
commonly covered include local and toll free calls, internet access, and fitness center
access, while the more unique amenities covered include watersports rental, resorts
savings card, electric car charger station, and golf bag storage. This variety in amenities
covered from hotel to hotel leaves customers confused as to what services they are
“paying extra” for and what is simply covered by the room rate.

29

Consumer Reports received more than 3,700 stories from consumers in response to a request for
information about hidden and frustrating fees in the marketplace. More than 1,300 of those were about
hotel and travel-related fees.
30 See Aston Kaanapali Shores, Atlantis Casino Resort Spa, Four Seasons Scottsdale, Hyatt Regency
Waikiki Beach, Mohegan Sun, Monumental Hotel Orlando, Treasure Island, & Trump International Hotel.
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Online Travel Agencies
Consumers use OTAs to comparison shop. Unfortunately, with the use of resort fees by
hotel operators, comparison shopping cannot be completed without significant costs to
the consumer in time and energy. All ten of the still-operational OTAs that were sent
warning letters in 2012 or 2013—several of which are joined in common ownership—fail
to display the resort fee on the first page of the search where consumers see the
advertised rate, which is where they comparison shop.31 Consumers must click on a
specific hotel in order to see the mention and price of a hotel’s resort fee. Consumers
must then click again in order to see the true total price. This obfuscation of the true price
of a stay at these hotels means that consumers are prevented from conveniently making
cost comparisons between hotels.
Furthermore, even when the OTAs finally do disclose the full cost, they vary in how they
display the total to the consumer at check-out. Booking.com is most transparent, in that
once a consumer has selected a hotel to review, the only price displayed is the price with
all taxes and fees included. The other nine OTAs display two totals, one that includes just
the base price, and the other that includes taxes and fees. These two side-by-side totals
can mislead the consumer, especially when both totals are displayed in the same font
size and one must scroll down to see the true total (see Figure 4).

Figure 4: Expedia checkout page with two totals listed—”Total due today” and “Room Total.”
31

Eleven OTAs received these letters. This analysis excludes Quikbook which is no longer in business.
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Priceline, which owns Booking.com, takes a different, less transparent approach. On
Priceline, as at the other OTA sites, consumers must select a hotel from the comparison
page without seeing any reference to fees (see Figure 5a).

Figure 5a: Priceline comparison page.

Only once consumers click on a hotel can they then see mention of an extra, mandatory
fee in smaller, paler text in comparison to the original advertised price (see Figure 5b).
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Figure 5b: Priceline, specific hotel page.

Consumers must then click again in order to see the total cost. The display highlights the
subtotal, or “Total Priceline Charges,” in a bright green font color. The true total, or “Total
Cost,” is in bold, but dark grey, non-highlighted text (see Figure 5c).
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Figure 5c: Priceline booking page.

Not only is Priceline failing to display the full cost of a stay, but by highlighting the lower
cost, it is employing a form of dark patterns to obscure the true price from consumers.
According to darkpatterns.org, which tracks these tactics, “Dark Patterns are tricks used
in websites and apps that make you do things that you didn't mean to, like buying or
signing up for something.”32 Companies commonly use such patterns to encourage or
manipulate users into doing more of what the company wants. In this case, Priceline is
nudging consumers towards booking a seemingly lower-priced stay. In other cases,
websites use dark patterns in design to encourage consumers to act in ways that benefit
the company, such as being more active on their site or permitting more expansive data
sharing. Such dark patterns could constitute deceptive or misleading practices under the
FTC Act. In 2018, Consumer Reports submitted a letter to the Commission raising
concerns that Facebook uses misleading dark patterns in order to nudge and manipulate
32

“What are Dark Patterns?”, DARK PATTERNS, https://www.darkpatterns.org/ (last visited July 12, 2019).
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users towards giving consent to sharing as much data for as many purposes as
possible.33
Conclusion
The Federal Trade Commission’s examination of hotel resort fees in 2012 and 2013 led
to important findings about the deception inherent in separating out mandatory resort fees
from the base cost of a hotel room. Unfortunately, the Commission’s actions to date have
not led to improved disclosure of resort fees for travelers. We urge the FTC to take
appropriate steps to begin enforcement proceedings against those hotels that are
deceiving their customers in order to prevent future consumer harm.

Sincerely,

Anna Laitin
Director, Financial Policy
Consumer Reports
1101 17th Street NW
Suite 500
Washington, DC 20036

Cc:

Chairman Simons, Commissioners Phillips, Slaughter, Chopra, and Wilson
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